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III. Course objectives
     The aim of the course is to study proof methods, which solve specific decisional problems in propositional logic and first-order logic: check if a statement is a theorem or if a statement (the conjecture) is a logical consequence of a set of statements (the axioms and hypotheses).
     Applications of automated theorem proving in program verification, mathematical reasoning and common-sense reasoning are presented.
     Automated theorem prover systems based on the studied methods are implemented during the laboratory classes. 

IV. Course contents
Theorem proving methods (binary decision diagrams, semantic tableaux, sequent/anti-sequent calculus, semantic trees, resolution-refinements, clausal-form model elimination) in propositional and first-order logic are studied.
 Based on these methods, considerations for implementing automated theorem proving systems are discussed.
3.    Applications of automated theorem proving in program verification, mathematical reasoning and common-sense reasoning are presented.
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks
Lecture 1:  Automated theorem proving (ATP) systems: architecture, examples, applications.

Lecture 2:  Basic notions of classical logics (propositional logic and first-order logic).

Lecture 3:  Data structures used to represent and manipulate logical formulas.

Lecture 4:  Binary decision diagrams in propositional logic.
Lecture 5:  Semantic tableaux method – a refutation proof method
 A new approach of semantic tableaux method.
      -     Considerations for implementing an ATP system based on this method.

Lecture 6:  Sequent and anti-sequent  calculi– two complementary direct proof systems
-    Sequent calculus – used to check the derivability in propositional/first-order logic.
-   Anti-sequent calculus- used to check the non-derivability and to build anti-models.
      -   Considerations for implementation of an ATP system based on these methods.

Lecture 7:   Semantic trees 
Heuristics and tree-searching methods used to implement an efficient proof procedure based on
       the construction of semantic trees.

Lecture 8:   Model elimination calculus – a refutation  proof method
Connection tableaux used to find a refutation in clausal-form model elimination  procedure.

Lectures 9- 11:
     Resolution method – a refutation proof method
Refinements and strategies of resolution
	lock resolution, linear resolution (input, unit, ordered); 

semantic resolution (hyper-resolution, the set-of support-strategy, ordered)
	Heuristics and tree-searching methods used in implementation.


Lectures 12 - 13:
    Applications of automated theorem proving in program verification, mathematical reasoning (algebra, geometry) and  common-sense reasoning (knowledge bases).  
Week 14:  Written exam.

Laboratory classes:
Weeks 1-3: Study and work with some dedicated ATP systems based on sequent calculus, tableaux,                           model elimination or resolution:  3TAP, ft, Gandalf, LeanTAP, METEOR, Otter, Prover9, SATURATE, SETHEO , Vampire, PC Prove, etc.
Weeks 4-13: Software projects for teams of 3 students: implementation of ATP systems based on the 
                    studied methods.
Week 14: Projects’ evaluation.

VII. Didactic methods used
   Expositions: description, explanation, class lectures, dialog-based lectures, lectures with demonstrations, introductive lectures, current lectures, synthesis lectures. 
   Conversations: debate, dialog, introductive conversations, conversations for knowledge consolidation, conversations to systematize and synthesize knowledge. 
   Use of problems: use of problem questions, problems and problem situations. 
  Other methods: case study; cooperation, simulation, brainstorming, individual study, exercise, homework study. 

VIII. Assessment
 The activity ends with a written final exam. During the laboratory classes, teams of 3 students have to implement an ATP system.  The final grade is obtained based on:
  - written exam: 50%
  - laboratory activity: 50%
 Successful passing of the exam is conditioned by the written exam’s grade to be at least 5.
 All university official rules with respect to students’ attendance of academic activities, as well as to cheating and plagiarism, are valid and enforced. 
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